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One of Ladislav Klíma's most famous ghost stories, A
Postmortem Dream is an unfinished novella about
Matthias Lebermayer, a corpulent provincial shopkeeper
who is either dead or dreaming (while passed out drunk),
or maybe both, simultaneously experiencing past and
future lives as himself and as someone else. As he tries
to work out where the borders of reality lie, if he's
dreaming, awake, or indeed dead, he is continually
haunted by a mysterious man in a shabby checkered suit
who utters the strange words: "Five fields I have
passed," triggering overwhelming dread as well as
dislocations in time and space. Lebermayer has no idea
what the words could mean, but more clues are revealed
as his life bleeds into another. With echoes of Poe and
Plato's Myth of Er, Klíma tells his tale of horror with great
brio and humor.Initially only the first part was published
in a magazine in 1920 with a sort of coda tacked on, and
this was how all subsequent printings in Czech appeared
over the next 70 years. But Klíma had also written a
second part and included notes on how the novella was
to be continued, which remained among his unpublished
manuscripts. This translation includes all extant material
along with illustrations created by Pavel Rut exclusively
for this one-time only limited edition.
A Laboratory of Her Own gathers diverse voices to
address women's interaction with STEM fields in the
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context of Spanish cultural production. This volume
focuses on the many ways the arts and humanities
provide avenues for deepening the conversation about
how women have been involved in, excluded from, and
represented within the scientific realm. While women's
historic exclusion from STEM fields has been receiving
increased scrutiny worldwide, women within the Spanish
context have been perhaps even more peripheral given
the complex sociocultural structures emanating from
gender norms and political ideologies dominant in
nineteenth- and twentieth-century Spain. Nonetheless,
Spanish female cultural producers have long been
engaged with science and technology, as expressed in
literature, art, film, and other genres. Spanish arts and
letters offer diverse representations of the relationships
between women, gender, sexuality, race, and STEM
fields. A Laboratory of Her Own studies representations
of a diverse range of Spanish women and scientific
cultural products from the late nineteenth through the
twenty-first centuries. STEM topics include the
environment, biodiversity, temporal and spatial theories,
medicine and reproductive rights, neuroscience, robotics,
artificial intelligence, and quantum physics. These
scientific themes and other issues are analyzed in
narratives, paintings, poetry, photographs, science
fiction, medical literature, translation, newswriting, film,
and other forms.
While the reputation of Remedios Varo (1908-63) the
surrealist painter is now well established, Remedios Varo
the writer has yet to be fully discovered. Her writings,
which were never published during her life let alone
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translated into English, present something of a missing
chapter and offer the same qualities to be found in her
visual work: an engagement with mysticism and magic, a
breakdown of the border between the everyday and the
marvelous, a love of mischief and an ongoing meditation
on the need for (and the trauma of) escape in all its
forms. This volume brings together the painter's
collected writings and includes an unpublished interview,
letters to friends and acquaintances (as well as to people
unknown), dream accounts, notes for unrealized
projects, a project for a theater piece, whimsical recipes
for controlled dreaming, exercises in surrealist automatic
writing and prose poem commentaries on her paintings.
It also includes her longest manuscript, the
pseudoscientific, De Homo Rodans, an absurdist study
of the wheeled predecessor to Homo sapiens (the
skeleton of which Varo had built out of chicken bones).
Ostensibly written by the invented anthropologist Hälikcio
von Fuhrängschmidt, Varo's text utilizes eccentric Latin
and a tongue-in-cheek pompous discourse to explain the
origins of the first umbrella and in what ways Myths are
merely corrupted Myrtles.
Fiction. Joshua Cohen has performed in-depth
investigations into mirrors and navels to return with THE
QUORUM, his first collection of short fiction. A set of ten
stories, a set of dreams, and a long monologue, these
are all first-person rants given over by the somehow
alienated individuals seeking only a sympathetic hearing,
all dealing with identity and religion as well as occupied
with technical ideas of reliable narration and the structure
of "the mind's ear." From a review of a book about the
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Holocaust that's six-million blank pages to a suicide note
from a young university student, from a letter home
detailing an economy based on hair to a eulogy for a
poem from a story narrated by three-hundred concubines
to the title story about a group of people who interchange
appearances, habits, proclivities and talents, THE
QUORUM is a tightly-written, sensitive, and inevitably
absurd take on the individual's lifelong quest to get
someone, anyone, to listen.
Octavio Paz conveying “his awareness of Duchamp as a
great cautionary figure in our culture, warning us with jest
and quiet scandals of the menacing encroachment of
criticism, science and even art.” —New York Times Book
Review
Since her death in 2011, the legendary Surrealist
Leonora Carrington has been reconstructed and
reinvented many times over. In this book, Gabriel Weisz
Carrington draws on remembered conversations and
events to demythologise his mother, revealing the
woman and the artist behind the iconic persona. He
travels between Leonora’s native England and adopted
homeland of Mexico, making stops in New York and
Paris and meeting some of the remarkable figures she
associated with, from Max Ernst and André Breton to
Remedios Varo and Alejandro Jodorowsky. At the same
time, he strives to depict a complex and very real
Surrealist creator, exploring Leonora not simply in
relation to her romantic partners or social milieus but as
the artist she always was. A textured portrait emerges
from conversations, memories, stories and Leonora’s
engagement with the books that she read. Using the act
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of writing to process and understand the death of his
mother, the author has produced a moving and
fascinating account of life, art, love and loss.
La nacionalidad y el espíritu mexicanos tienen su origen en la
compleja interrelación o yuxtaposición del influjo indígena y
los elementos de la cultura europea modificados al
enraizarse en el nuevo continente. Fernando Benítez
describe con amenidad, sin recurrir a la erudición aparatosa,
pero con penetración y hondura, el desajuste social y político
de aquel primer siglo de la vida colonial de la Nueva España.
An old woman enters into a fantastical world of dreams and
nightmares in this surrealist classic admired by Björk and Luis
Buñuel. Leonora Carrington, painter, playwright, and novelist,
was a surrealist trickster par excellence, and The Hearing
Trumpet is the witty, celebratory key to her anarchic and
allusive body of work. The novel begins in the bourgeois
comfort of a residential corner of a Mexican city and ends with
a man-made apocalypse that promises to usher in the
earth’s rebirth. In between we are swept off to a most curious
old-age home run by a self-improvement cult and drawn
several centuries back in time with a cross-dressing Abbess
who is on a quest to restore the Holy Grail to its rightful
owner, the Goddess Venus. Guiding us is one of the most
unexpected heroines in twentieth-century literature, a
nonagenarian vegetarian named Marian Leatherby, who, as
Olga Tokarczuk writes in her afterword, is “hard of hearing”
but “full of life.”
This book deals with the life and works of one of the most
interesting and mysterious surrealist painters of the twentieth
century. The first monograph on the artist to circulate
worldwide, it includes an introductory study by Masayo
Nonaka, curator of the exhibition Women Surrealists in
Mexico and author of several books on Mexican surrealism.
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Masayo's essay provide a singular perspective on the
pictorial universe of Remedios Varo and is accompanied by
magnificent reproductions of her most important
paintings.The group of works included in this book was part of
the exhibition In Wonderland: The Surrealist Adventures of
Women Artists in Mexico and the United States, which visited
various venues in the Unites States and Canada in 2012.
First discovered, celebrated and published by the Surrealists
at the age of 14 (they declared her the “new Alice”), Gisle
Prassinos quickly found herself established in the literary
world as a fount of automatic tales freighted with
transgressive humor and a pervading sense of threatened
feminine identity. “Gisle Prassinos’ tone is unique,” claimed
Andr Breton, “all the poets are jealous of it. Swift lowers his
eyes, Sade shuts his candy box.” The Arthritic Grasshopper
and Other Talesgathers together all of her literary prose from
1934 to 1944, an assortment of anxious dream tales drawn
from journals and plaquettes, introduced and illustrated by
such admirers as Paul luard, Man Ray and Hans Bellmer.
The 72 stories include such longer, novella-length tales as
“Sondue,” “The Executioner” and “The Dream.”Gisle
Prassinos(1920–2015) was born in Istanbul of a Greek father
and an Italian mother. One summer day at the age of 13 and
in a fit of boredom, she began to compose short absurdist
vignettes, filling up pages of paper with tales of sarcastic
stains, arrogant hair and liquid frogs. Her first collection was
published in 1935, with a preface by Paul luard and a
frontispiece portrait by Man Ray. With World War II,
Prassinos stopped publishing, but in 1954 she returned to
literature with a series of novels and stories still imbued with a
Surrealist sensibility.
Cartas, sueños y otros textosEdiciones EraRemedios
Varocatálogo razonadoEdiciones EraCarta a Mis Sueños
Para El Planeta TierraFive Keys to the Secret World of
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Remedios VaroArtes de Mexico y del Mundo
An oracular Surrealism: the debut presentation of Leonora
Carrington's recently discovered tarot deck The British-born
artist Leonora Carrington is one of the more fascinating
figures to emerge from the Surrealist movement. As both a
writer and painter, she was championed early by André
Breton and joined the exiled Surrealists in New York, before
settling in Mexico in 1943. The magical themes of
Carrington's otherworldly paintings are well known, but the
recent discovery of a suite of tarot designs she created for the
Major Arcana was a revelation for scholars and fans of
Carrington alike. Drawing inspiration from the Tarot of
Marseille and the popular Waite-Smith deck, Carrington
brings her own approach and style to this timeless subject,
creating a series of iconic images. Executed on thick board,
brightly colored and squarish in format, Carrington's Major
Arcana shines with gold and silver leaf, exploring tarot
themes through what Gabriel Weisz Carrington describes as
a "surrealist object." This tantalizing discovery, made by the
curator Tere Arcq and scholar Susan Aberth, has placed
greater emphasis upon the role of the tarot in Carrington's
creative life and has led to fresh research in this area. The
Tarot of Leonora Carrington is the first book dedicated to this
important aspect of the artist's work. It includes a full-size
facsimile of her newly discovered Major Arcana; an
introduction from her son, Gabriel Weisz Carrington; and a
richly illustrated essay from Tere Arcq and Susan Aberth that
offers new insights--exploring the significance of tarot imagery
within Carrington's wider work, her many inspirations and
mysterious occult sources. Leonora Carrington (1917-2011)
was born in Lancashire, England. In 1936, she saw Max
Ernst's work at the International Surrealist Exhibition in
London, and met the artist the following year. They became a
couple almost immediately. When the outbreak of World War
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II separated them, Carrington fled to Spain, then Lisbon,
where she married Renato Leduc, a Mexican diplomat, and
escaped to Mexico, where she became close with Remedios
Varo and other expat Surrealists.

The first complete collection of short fiction by the great
surrealist artist and writer Leonora Carrington, published
for her centennial.Surrealist writer and painter Leonora
Carrington (1917-2011)&nbspwas a master of the
macabre, of gorgeous tableaus, biting satire, roguish
comedy, and brilliant, effortless flights of the imagination.
Nowhere are these qualities more ingeniously brought
together than in the works of short fiction she wrote
throughout her life. Published to coincide with the
centennial of her birth, The Complete Stories of Leonora
Carrington collects for the first time all of her stories,
including several never before seen in print. With a
startling range of styles, subjects, and even languages
(several of the stories are translated from French or
Spanish), The Complete Stories captures the genius and
irrepressible spirit of an amazing artist's life.
A stunning work of memoir and an unforgettable
depiction of the brilliance and madness by one of
Surrealism's most compelling figures In 1937 Leonora
Carrington—later to become one of the twentieth
century’s great painters of the weird, the alarming, and
the wild—was a nineteen-year-old art student in London,
beautiful and unapologetically rebellious. At a dinner
party, she met the artist Max Ernst. The two fell in love
and soon departed to live and paint together in a
farmhouse in Provence. In 1940, the invading German
army arrested Ernst and sent him to a concentration
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camp. Carrington suffered a psychotic break. She wept
for hours. Her stomach became “the mirror of the
earth”—of all worlds in a hostile universe—and she tried to
purify the evil by compulsively vomiting. As the Germans
neared the south of France, a friend persuaded
Carrington to flee to Spain. Facing the approach “of
robots, of thoughtless, fleshless beings,” she packed a
suitcase that bore on a brass plate the word Revelation.
This was only the beginning of a journey into madness
that was to end with Carrington confined in a mental
institution, overwhelmed not only by her own terrible
imaginings but by her doctor’s sadistic course of
treatment. In Down Below she describes her ordeal—in
which the agonizing and the marvelous were equally
combined—with a startling, almost impersonal precision
and without a trace of self-pity. Like Daniel Paul
Schreber’s Memoirs of My Nervous Illness, Down Below
brings the hallucinatory logic of madness home.
This volume examines the relationship between
occultism and Surrealism, specifically exploring the
reception and appropriation of occult thought, motifs,
tropes and techniques by Surrealist artists and writers in
Europe and the Americas, from the 1920s through the
1960s. Its central focus is the specific use of occultism
as a site of political and social resistance, ideological
contestation, subversion and revolution. Additional focus
is placed on the ways occultism was implicated in
Surrealist discourses on identity, gender, sexuality,
utopianism and radicalism.
La presente publicación recoge las reflexiones
desarrolladas durante el curso «Las vanguardias
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artísticas a la luz del esoterismo y la espiritualidad»
(incluido en el programa Els Juliols de la UB, 2014) y
propone, desde distintas perspectivas como la historia
del arte, el pensamiento, la creación y la poesía, una
aproximación a las estrechas y fecundas relaciones
entre las vanguardias artísticas y una dimensión mágica
y sagrada de la realidad. En un contexto histórico y
cultural marcado por las dos guerras mundiales, algunos
artistas se nutren de la espiritualidad y el esoterismo en
su práctica creativa. El arte se funde con la vida en cada
una de las propuestas que configuran el recorrido de
este libro, mostrando tanto la necesidad que sienten los
artistas de experimentar nuevos modos de acercarse a
la cotidianidad como la voluntad de transformar la
sociedad en la que viven.
This book includes some 200 complete entries from the
award-winning Dictionary of Women Artists, as well as a
selection of introductory essays from the main volume.
John Cheever, novelist, short-story writer, and winner of
the National Book Award and the Pulitzer Prize, was a
prolific writer of letters, sending as many as thirty in a
week. These letters, culled from thousands written to
famous writers and celebrities - including John Updike,
Josephine Herbst, William Maxwell, Saul Bellow, Hope
Lange and Philip Roth - his family, friends, and lovers,
paint an intimate and surprising self-portrait that is as
vivid as any character Cheever invented. Edited and
annotated by his son Benjamin, Cheever's letters trace
his development as a writer and as a man. They reveal
him to be complex, flawed, and full of contradictions. On
display are not just his ambitions and weaknesses, his
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alcoholism and his cloaked bisexuality, but also the
evolution of his wit and style and, most of all, his love of
life.
The French poet Stephane Mallarme (1842-1898) was
modernism's great champion of the book as both a
conceptual and material entity: probably his most famous
pronouncement is 'everything in the world exists in order
to end up as a book.' The Book was Mallarme's total
artwork, a book to encompass all books. Frequently
quoted, sometimes excerpted, but never before
translated in its entirety, The Book is a visual poem
about its own construction, the scaffolding of a cosmic
architecture intended to reveal 'all existing relations
between everything.'
It begins as an assignment for English class: Write a
letter to a dead person. Laurel chooses Kurt Cobain
because her sister, May, loved him. And he died young,
just like May did. Soon, Laurel has a notebook full of
letters to people like Janis Joplin, Amy Winehouse,
Amelia Earhart, Heath Ledger, and more -- though she
never gives a single one of them to her teacher. She
writes about starting high school, navigating new
friendships, falling in love for the first time, learning to
live with her splintering family. And, finally, about the
abuse she suffered while May was supposed to be
looking out for her. Only then, once Laurel has written
down the truth about what happened to herself, can she
truly begin to accept what happened to May. And only
when Laurel has begun to see her sister as the person
she was -- lovely and amazing and deeply flawed -- can
she begin to discover her own path in this stunning debut
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from Ava Dellaira, Love Letters to the Dead.
A detailed and scholarly collection of essays on the art of
Varo (b. Spain 1908 - d. México 1963) as studied from 5
different perspectives, with contributions from Walter
Gruen, her second husband.
Traces the life of the Spanish artist, shows examples of
her paintings and drawings, and discusses her use of
surrealism
"Un país, Omarca, rodea el cuerpo imantado de un niño:
William Pescador, quien a su vez circunda y explora ese
territorio laberíntico, que se confunde y se precisa en los
confines de una inteligencia temeraria. El niño es a la
vez un demiurgo y un aventurero, cuya imaginación
traza redes vertiginosas en el espacio, el tiempo, las
genealogías, el mundo de los muertos, el ajedrez, los
misterios banales e hipnóticos de la sexualidad, las
guerras diminutas del hogar y la calle."--Page 4 of cover.
Se convocó a autores de distintas generaciones, estilos,
lugares de origen y temáticas, a participar en una
antología de textos inéditos, reflexionando literariamente
en torno al tema de la frontera, de aquella frontera que
los inquieta, que para cada cual es movimiento y
fricción. Es así como cada autor resulta cartógrafo que
recorre una frontera y esboza un mapa. Y estos mapas
que proyectan también delinean una cartografía de las
relaciones de poder y dependencia, de los paisajes
extremos, de la memoria de la violencia política, de las
postergaciones, de reivindicaciones que aún esperan.
Art, Borders and Belonging: On Home and Migration
investigates how three associated concepts-house,
home and homeland-are represented in contemporary
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global art. The volume brings together essays which
explore the conditions of global migration as a process
that is always both about departures and homecomings,
indeed, home-makings, through which the construction
of migratory narratives are made possible. Although
centrally concerned with how recent and contemporary
works of art can materialize the migratory experience of
movement and (re)settlement, the contributions to this
book also explore how curating and exhibition practices,
at both local and global levels, can extend and challenge
conventional narratives of art, borders and belonging. A
growing number of artists migrate; some for better job
opportunities and for the experience of different cultures,
others not by choice but as a consequence of forced
displacement caused economic or environmental
collapse, or by political, religious or military
destabilization. In recent years, the theme of migration
has emerged as a dominant subject in art and curatorial
practices. Art, Borders and Belonging thus seeks to
explore how the migratory experience is generated and
displayed through the lens of contemporary art. In
considering the extent to which the visual arts are
intertwined with real life events, this text acts as a vehicle
of knowledge transfer of cultural perspectives and
enhances the importance of understanding artistic
interventions in relation to home, migration and
belonging.
Indice: Max PARRA: Villa y la subjetividad politica
popular: un acercamiento subalternista a Los de abajo
de Mariano Azuela . - Rosa GARCIA GUTIERREZ: Hubo
una poesia de la Revolucion Mexicana?: el caso de
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Carlos Gutierrez Cruz. - Eugenia HOUVENAGHEL:
Alfonso Reyes y la polemica nacionalista de 1932. - Lois
PARKINSON ZAMORA: Misticismo mexicano y la obra
magica de Remedios Varo."
After the dramas and tragic separations of the Second
World War, Carrington ended up in the 1940s as part of
the circle of Surrealist European emigres living in Mexico
City. Close friends with Luis Bunuel, Benjamin Peret,
Octavio Paz and a host of both expatriate Surrealists and
Mexican modernists, Carringtion was at the centre of
Mexican cultural life, while still maintaining her European
connections. -This is a collection of fifteen essays which expose
weaknesses in western epistemological frames of
reference that for centuries have limited our views, and,
thus, our experiences of animal being, including our own.
The volume contributes to current discussions of new
ways of seeing the other inhabitants of this world and
more effective ways of sharing the world with them. The
contributors draw on and complement the growing field
of ecocriticism, but because the contributors draw on an
array of disciplinary and cultural perspectives, it will
appeal to a wide audience, ranging from literary
scholars, philosophers, art historians, anthropologists,
and cultural historians (including graduate and
undergraduate students in all these disciplines), to
laypersons interested in nature writing and
environmental issues.
El autor, reconocido universalmente por su obra en
prosa, siempre cultivó la poesía, pero nunca logró
publicar su obra poética mientras vivió. Sólo cinco años
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después de su muerte, su viuda y un amigo publicaron
una antología de sus poemas en la ciudad de San
Francisco, en los Estados Unidos, en 1962.
Precisamente ésta es la edición que sirve de base a la
edición bilingüe que ahora está a disposición de los
lectores de lengua española. Esta obra recoge
creaciones elaboradas por su autor en el transcurso de
toda su vida, incluyendo un conjunto de poemas
realizados durante su residencia en México, en los
cuales el lector atento podrá reconocer fácilmente la
misma fuerza cautivadora que es posible encontrar en
Bajo el volcán.
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